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The study, a collaborative project within Columbia University between the Earth 
and Environmental Engineering Department of the School of Engineering and 
Applied Sciences and the Lenfest Center for Sustainable Energy of the Earth 
Institute, is working to develop a computational model that will analyze power 
plant components and will enable modeling exercise to combine existing 
technology components into innovative thermal power plant designs; evaluate 
different power plant designs under various energetic, economical, 
environmental and infrastructural constraints; and perform optimization not just 
to the individual power plants alone, but pathways connecting current power 
generation technologies to future technologies. 
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Introduction and Background

Modular Approach: 

Complex constrains: 
Energetic, environmental, infrastructural, and economical constrains.

Flexibility : 
User-defined penalty weights

Pathway Development

Program Goal

The Typesetting Algorithm

The Penalty Hierarchy

Plant Level Penalty:  Efficiency and emissions

Module Level Penalty: cost

Pathway level Penalty: Pathway length and path-dependent

Results

P1= {In, king, so, aston-, lay, was, went, fountain, up, plaything}

P2 = {In, a, was, was, king’s, the, king’s, the, ball, her, plaything}

Figure 4. Plant penalty with CO2 regulation

Figure 5. Plant penalty without CO2 regulation

Figure 6. Environmental Penalties with CO2 regulation

Figure 6. Environmental Penalties without CO2 regulation

Schematics of the Program
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Figure 3. This diagram describes the schematics of the program. The box in the 
middle can be a module, a power plant flowsheet, or a pathway.

Reconcile: An iterative process that makes inputs and outputs of any module 
internally consistent, and makes inter-module material/energy flows internally 
consistent.

Optimize: The program then assigns penalties and changes design parameters 
in order to minimize the penalty.

Figure 2. A simple example comparing five different power plant pathways, each y 
represents a unique plant configuration

Vary parameters on 

• individual module x

• individual plant y

• individual pathway z

x1 = subcritical boiler
x2  = supercritical boiler
x3 = USC boiler
x4 = FGD
x5 = SCR 
x6 = ESP
x7 = Hg removal unit
x8 = CO2 scrubber
x9 = smoke stack
y0 = subcritical power plant
y7 = subcritical plant with emission controls
y12 = supercritical plant with emission controls
y17 = USC plant with emission controls

Figure 1. This network shows the 
feasible breakpoints and the 
number of demerits charged when 
going from one breakpoint to 
another. The ‘shortest path’ from 
the top to the bottom corresponds 
to the best way to typeset the 
paragraph, if we regard the 
demerits as distances. (Knuth, 
1981)

A Simple Model

• A hypothetical power plant is a network of m modules
Y = {x1, x2, x3…xm}

• A hypothetical pathway is a sequence of n new power plants
Z = {y0, y1, y2…yn}

Such algorithm allows for

• complex optimizations 

• multi-dimensional space 

• decide between different power plant designs
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